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Steve Keller, CEO of iV and iV2, audio brand consul-
tancies based in Nashville and Frankfurt, worked 
with Janice Wang, a researcher and PhD candidate at 
Oxford, to discover if the use of certain sounds could af-
fect both the expections and the actual perception of 
the spicy flavor of a dish. They enlisted the help of Deb 
Paquette, Chef/Owner of Nashville’s Etch restaurant, 
who prepared a dish exclusively for use in the testing.

The experiment began with an online survey where 
participants were asked to rank a series of sounds, 
rhythms and music according to how they associated 
the audio samples with the spiciness of food. Using 
the results of the survey, iV worked with sound de-
signers and composers to create soundscapes for the 
testing, where a total of 181 test subjects enjoyed a 
spicy dish created by Paquette. While tasting the food

a pinch of science, a dash of art

the participants rated the dish’s spiciness, sweet-
ness and flavor while exposed to one of four dif-
ferent soundscapes: white noise, “sweet” sounds, 
“spicy” sounds, or no sound at all. Subsequent 
analysis will show the extent to which the expecta-
tions and perceptions of the dish’s spiciness and 
sweetness changed relative to the audio program 
the test participants where hearing at the time.

Finally, iV and Etch hosted an exclusive, multi-course 
dinner dubbed “Sounds Delicious.” Blending science 
and performance art, this unique dining experience 
featured a menu where each course was paired with 
a sonic program designed to enhance the flavors of 
each dish. A sonic chef mixed these sound ingredients 
live as each course was served, resulting in a feast for 
the senses never before experienced in Music City.

a sonic sensory experiment
the sound of spicy:

Scientists have devoted a great deal of attention 
to the study of our senses.  Touch, taste, smell, 
sound and sight all work together to help us 
make sense of the world around us, shaping not 
only our perception of places, things and events, 
but our emotional connections to them as well. 

Dr. Charles Spence, Head of Oxford’s Crossmodal 
Research Laboratory, has become one of the lead-
ing experts in the field of sensory perception, 
focusing his sights most recently on the world of 
gastronomy. In addition to his research for Oxford, 
Dr. Spence regularly collaborates with globally re-
nowned chefs, including Heston Blumenthal at The

food for thought

Duck, Ferran Adria’s research kitchen in Spain, the 
Paul Bocuse cookery school in Lyon, France, and 
Charles Michel in Bogota, Colombia, helping them 
blend sensory science with their culinary vision. 

One interesting area of focus for Dr. Spence and  The 
Crossmodal Research Laboratory has been the ex-
amination of how sound influences our sense of taste. 
Their research has demonstrated that our perception 
of sweet, sour and bitter can be sonically manipulated. 

On January 9th, 2016, Oxford came to Music City to ex-
amine a new sonic frontier: can sound influence our ex-
pectations and perceptions of the “spiciness” of a dish?
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Qian “Janice” Wang is currently pursuing 
her PhD at Oxford University, working directly with 
Dr. Charles Spence in the Crossmodal Research 
Laboratory. Her research focuses on applied cross-
modal correspondences between sound and flavor, 
concentrating on how auditory stimuli can change 
the way we perceive food and drink. Wang received 
a BS in computer science from Caltech, worked as a 
software development engineer at Microsoft, and 
trained at Le Cordon Bleu’s patisserie program, where 
she received a Level 3 Award through the Wine and 
Spirits Education Trust.  She was also a researcher at 
the MIT Media Lab in Kevin Slavin’s Playful Systems 
group. Wang’s work spans psychological experi-
ments, technological enhancements, and designed 
dining experiences. Beyond her work as a researcher 
and scientist, she’s a dedicated tango dancer and DJ.

Deb Paquette is well known in Nashville where 
she’s lived and worked for the last thirty years. After 
graduating from the Culinary Institute of America, 
she became the first woman in Tennessee to qualify 
as a certified executive chef. She’s been a trailblazer 
for chefs in the area, a mentor, and consultant to 
some of Nashville’s best talent. She’s won countless 
awards and accolades and was the chef/owner of 
Zola – named in Gourmet Magazine as one of the 
Top Sixty Restaurants in the United States – where 
diners flocked to her big, bold flavors for thirteen 
years. In 2010, Paquette and her partners from 
Amerigo launched Etch. The globally influenced 
restaurant, recently named No. 1 in the city by Zagat 
and top twenty in the U.S., houses an open kitchen 
where guests are encouraged to interact with Chef 
Paquette.  In addition to Etch, Paquette is set to open  
a new restaurant, Etc, here in Nashville in early 2016. 

about the spicy sounds team

Steve Keller is CEO of iV (Nashville) and iV2 
(Frankfurt). In addition to a BA in Psychology with 
a focus on research, social psychology, and group 
dynamics, Keller has over 25 years of experience in 
the music industry as a producer, composer, inde-
pendent label executive, publisher, and manager.  
He is recognized as one of the leading experts in 
the field of audiobranding, channeling his passion 
for art and science into award winning strategy 
and execution for a long list of global agencies and 
brands.  Keller is actively engaged in various research 
projects exploring the power of sound to shape 
our perceptions and influence our behavior.   An in-
demand speaker, he frequently shares his insights 
at international conferences (MIDEM, TEDx, Cannes 
Lions International Festival of Creativity, Eurobest, 
Dubai Lynx, Transform MENA, Transform Hong Kong, 
Transform London), professional organizations (AMA, 
AAF, Audio Branding Academy) and universities.

 

providing strategic audio branding for a wide range 
of global agencies and brands.  Adept at blending 
art and science, they help their clients navigate the 
strategy, content and research necessary to har-
ness the power of sound to shape perception and 
influence behavior. They offer their creative partners 
a comprehensive list of services that include con-
sultation, education, research, music supervision, 
content management and audio identity devel-
opment across multiple consumer touch points.

With offices in Nashville, Tennessee 
and Frankfurt, Germany, iV and iV2 are 
audio brand consultancies focused on 
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find out more

To hear the soundscapes used in the experiment, please visit: 
http://ivaudiobranding.com/spicysounds/

To read about the “Sounds Delicious” dinner and download the album, please visit: 
http://ivaudiobranding.com/soundsdelicious/

To hear the “Live Happy Sound of Food” Podcast with Steve Keller, please visit: 
http://www.livehappy.com/sound-food-steve-keller

For more information about the science, the research, or the dinner event, please contact Steve Keller via e-mail: 
skeller@ivaudiobranding.com

For more information about iV, please visit:
www.ivaudiobranding.com                                                                                 

You can also follow us on twitter: @ivgroup

For more information about Etch, please visit: 
www.etchrestaurant.com

For more information about Oxford’s Crossmodal Research Laborary, please visit: 
http://www.psy.ox.ac.uk/research/crossmodal-research-laboratory
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